Project Based Learning Ignited
Preparing students to thrive in the 21st century requires the engagement of new approaches to
teaching and learning. Students must be able to think critically, communicate effectively, and
apply their creativity in order to solve complex problems. The need to build and demonstrate
skills, engage in meaningful work that makes an impact on the world, and establish personal
connections to relevant content are all vital components of this process.
To support this innovative approach to education, Thrively has developed a deeply
collaborative project-based learning tool that enables schools to empower students, drive
deeper learning, and build truly intrinsic motivation.

Merging Strengths, Skills, and Passion
In Thrively Projects, students make connections between their strengths, interests, and skills as
they investigate challenging problems and tackle multi-faceted issues. Our online project library
of over 50 engaging projects facilitates deeper thinking and the development of non-cognitive
skills through applied learning.

Project Library

Teachers can use one of Thrively’s projects, customize parts of an existing project to
incorporate specific content, or develop their own projects from whole cloth.

Adding a New Project

Building the Project

The flexibility of the Project Tool means that individual teachers, grade-level teams, or entire
schools can easily drop existing highlight programs such as service learning or capstone projects
right into Thrively’s platform and open access to colleagues and students. Engaged
collaboration ensues!

Seamless Implementation & Navigation
Thrively Projects provide step-by-step guidance, including extensive directions, rubrics, and
resources (documents, website links, videos, slideshows, etc.), all easily accessed under the
Activities heading. Any time a student needs to re-visit an earlier resource or direction, they are
always available in the Project Tool.
In addition, each step in the project can come with a directed task that must be completed as
part of the process. These tasks might include anything from reflecting on new knowledge to
actually building a prototype or writing a report on group findings. Any completed work that
students upload to the project is saved for them and their team to access under the Artifacts
heading.

Step by Step Instruction

In order to facilitate a deeper learning experience, Thrively Projects are organized into 5 key
phases:

Discover

Students are introduced to an idea and their interest to investigate is ignited. Initial
thoughts and reactions are explored. Empathy connections are exposed and impacts are
revealed.

Define

Ideas, concepts, and perspectives are explored and expanded. Students develop deeper
understanding. Critical thinking is utilized to analyze and evaluate multiple angles.

Ideate

Get inspired! Students brainstorm multiple solutions and varied approaches to the topic.
Collaboration and feedback help students to consider, revise, and expand their ideas.

Create

Students apply their passion, develop innovative solutions, and create a representation
of their ideas. The product or plan is executed with creativity. Complex depth of
understanding is actualized.

Engage

Students reflect on their journey through the project, document the process, and provide
evidence of learning. Students communicate their findings in a way that educates,
engages, and inspires others.

Authentic Collaboration
Using the Project Tool’s collaboration feed, students learn to become effective team members
and work with peers, mentors, and experts to analyze and approach a problem from multiple
facets while focusing on the concepts, knowledge, and skills necessary to develop mastery
across content and intellectual disciplines. Students and teachers can add comments, media,
photos, video recordings, or audio files directly to the feed.

Collaboration Feed

Teachers simply build teams of students using their embedded rosters, and those students,
along with their teacher, are automatically added to a unique feed. Anyone with an email
address can be added to any feed, controlled by the teacher, so that teams can be assembled
from across multiple grades or campuses, and outside adults such as mentors or local
businesspeople can also take part in the collaboration.

Teams to Share Common Feed

Assigning Teams

Within the highly interactive collaboration feed, students create high quality work and use
reflection as a tool to increase their own agency. They learn to incorporate feedback into their
process, improve products through iteration, critically analyze data, and effectively
communicate orally and in writing. Truly real world learning.

Capturing the Learning
The process and products of project-based learning can be captured in Thrively’s Digital
Portfolio. Using the simple interface, students can select key artifacts to document as a multidimensional demonstration of their learning. They can then employ the project folder within
the Digital Portfolio as a slide deck for a presentation or as a form of final reporting to the
teacher once the project is completed.

Selecting Artifacts to Save

Project Artifact Folders within Digital Portfolio

Industry Partnerships
Thrively has partnered with local business communities and Chambers of Commerce to offer
students a unique opportunity to collaborate with real businesses in promoting the
development of 21st century skills. Students are presented with a standards-aligned case study
for the business, challenged to develop innovative solutions to real world problems, and
allowed to explore rich content via authentic materials and technologies.

Through these Business Connections projects, students experience the skills and tools
necessary for workforce readiness and build personal connections to future aspirations. At the
conclusion of a project, the documentation of applied learning in the Digital Portfolio provides
the ability for students to demonstrate their work when applying for internships and
employment.

